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Funnel oil drain pan

WirthCo's funnel king® to enlarge the drain fan, it extends its life span and consists of high-grade plastics for extreme chemical resistance. WirthCo Funnel King® drain fans should have tools for all yourself or professional garage mechanics. Our drain fans are available in a variety of sizes to accommodate the needs of
your application. Shopping as the next slide in MaterialGo - Shopping with the next slide in MaterialGo - Shopping by MaterialBy - Shopping with materials you can also like - slide {TOTAL_SLIDES CURRENT_SLIDE} ©2020 Wal-Mart Store, Inc. Changing the oil of a vehicle at home is often one of the most accessible
maintenance tasks, but by providing the right oil drain fans and funnel, you can make it easier for you. Not all funnels and frying pans can be replaced, so if you want a clean and efficient lubrication change, you can get specific automotive tools. Excessive oil spills in the process cause constant disruption, and the
presence of oil often contributes to premature failure of various sensors in the vehicle's computer systems. These oil drain fans and funnels are designed to capture oil directly and simplify the waste and recycling process during and after oil changes. Groove/7 quart oil drain fan funnel integration, wide mouth funnel for
fast and clean fluid drainage. Hold up to 7 quarts of old oil or anti-freeze. The lower profile fits below the lowest car. Durable structure, flat design, convenient carrying handle. The leak-proof cap retains the transport fluid. Made in the USA. Made of recycled plastic. Model # GB078 Weight: 8.4 lbs Unit Dimensions: 16.5 x
4.25 x 10.25
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